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Abstract

This paper analyzes the predictive ability of aggregate and disaggregate proxies

of investor sentiment, over and above standard macroeconomic predictors, in

forecasting housing returns in China, using an array of machine learning

models. We find that our new aligned investor sentiment index has greater

predictive power for housing returns than the principal component analysis

(PCA)-based sentiment index, used earlier in the literature. Moreover, shrink-

age models utilizing the disaggregate sentiment proxies do not result in fore-

cast improvement indicating that aligned sentiment index optimally exploits

information in the disaggregate proxies of investor sentiment. Furthermore,

when we let the machine learning models to choose from all key control vari-

ables and the aligned sentiment index, the forecasting accuracy is improved at

all forecasting horizons, rather than just the short-run as witnessed under stan-

dard predictive regressions. This result suggests that machine learning

methods are flexible enough to capture both structural change and time-

varying information in a set of predictors simultaneously to forecast housing

returns of China in a precise manner. Given the role of the real estate market

in China's economic growth, our result of accurate forecasting of housing

returns has important implications for both investors and policymakers.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Financialization of the housing market, that is, its treat-
ment as a commodity, though a contentious issue due to
housing's primary role to serve as a social good, is now a
well-established global fact (Aalbers, 2016). And in this
regard, China, a major player in the world economic sys-
tem, is not far behind, though the process started more
recently compared with the western world (Wu et al.,

2020). The commodification of the housing market is
considered to be one of the major drivers of China's eco-
nomic development (Hsing, 2010; Lin, 2014; Tao et al.,
2010; Wu, 2015) and is believed to have played an impor-
tant role in crisis management. For instance, the suspen-
sion of welfare housing provision in 1998 as a response to
the 1997 Asian financial crisis (Logan et al., 2010), and
more recently, the housing boom triggered by the injec-
tion of 4 trillion yuan into infrastructure and urban
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development after the 2008 global financial crisis
(Deng & Chen, 2019).1 Put alternatively, financialization
of the housing market in China (and around the world)
basically implies that price comovement between real
and financial assets, that is, the equity market (as well as
between different assets), is likely to increase (Hong &
Li, 2019a), with the underlying driver being investor sen-
timent (Tang & Xiong, 2012). Moreover, while document-
ing the relatively large amount of existing evidence of
investor sentiment in affecting Chinese stock returns, Su
et al. (2020) point out that, because individual investors
account for a large proportion of Chinese stock investors,
they not only tend to make irrational trades in the stock
market but are also more likely to carry their emotions to
other markets.

Now, the importance of the real estate markets for
China's past and continued economic growth and the key
overall role of house prices as a leading indicator of the
macroeconomy is well recognized (Chow et al., 2018).2

This is especially due to the introduction of neoliberal
reforms in the 1990s, and particularly since 1998, when
public sector housing allocation was replaced by
market allocation and quasi-privatization of property
(Theurillat et al., 2016). Hence, accurate forecasting of
housing returns based on the information content of
investor sentiment in the wake of financialization is an
important question for policy authorities to gauge the
future path of the overall domestic economy. Given
China's position in the global economy as the second-
largest economy (after the United States), with its share
of global gross domestic product (GDP) adjusted for
purchasing-power-parity (PPP) being 19.72% (Schwab,
2019), performance of the Chinese economy is also a per-
tinent issue for policymakers around the world.

Against this backdrop, the objective of our paper is to
forecast composite housing returns for 70 large and
medium-sized cities in China over the monthly period of
2011:01 to 2018:12, given an in-sample period of 2006:01
to 2010:12, based on investor sentiment (controlling for

other predictors) using a variety of machine learning
methods (such as generalized approximate message pass-
ing [GAMP], Bayesian model averaging, Ridge regres-
sion, least absolute shrinkage operator [LASSO], and
elastic net [ENET]). These shrinkage-based approaches
allow us to efficiently conduct the forecasting experi-
ment, without suffering from the “curse of
dimensionality,” especially in the context of a time-
varying framework with multiple predictors and relative
short span (13 years) of data (in our case 156 monthly
observations).3 Our paper can be considered to be an
extension of Hong and Li (2019b), whereby they use
wavelet analysis to provide in-sample evidence of the pre-
dictability of housing returns in China due to investor
sentiment. However, because in-sample predictability
does not guarantee forecasting gains, and as pointed out
by Bork and Møller (2015) that the ultimate test of any
predictive model (in terms of the econometric methodol-
ogies and the predictors used) is in its out-of-sample per-
formance, evidence of forecastability, if it exists, would
provide more robust evidence (relative to an in-sample
analysis) of the role of investor sentiment for future hous-
ing returns.4

One must recall that investor sentiment is a latent
variable and needs to be derived from appropriate prox-
ies. Given this Hong and Li (2019b), followed Baker and
Wurgler (2006) to form the investor sentiment index
using the principal component analysis (PCA) to aggre-
gate the information from six individual proxies (the
closed-end fund discount; average first-day returns on
initial public offerings [IPOs]; the ratio of the number of
advancing stocks to the number of declining stocks; new
A-share market accounts; market turnover rate; and
CCI), which we use as well, both as an index and individ-
ually. But as an alternative to PCA, we also use partial
least squares (PLS) to construct the sentiment index.
Econometrically speaking, the first principal component
is indeed the best combination of the six proxies that rep-
resents the highest percentage of the total variations of
the proxies. Because all the proxies may have approxima-
tion errors to the true but unobservable investor senti-
ment, and these errors are parts of their variations, the
first principal component can potentially contain a

1Similarly, mortgage-backed securities and derivatives with opaque
structures, excessive leverage, and poor risk management all had a part
in the collapse of the US housing market in 2008 and damaged the
global economy, leading born of the concept of “systemic risk,” or the
possibility that a single event, like the bankruptcy of a major financial
institution, may devastate financial markets and the whole economy
(see, Bullard et al., 2009, Eichengreen et al., 2012; Gorton, 2009;
Sanders, 2008). As a matter of fact, this important crisis event has been
a key factor that has caused the popularity of searching for ways to
forecast house prices and related variables (e.g., early warning systems
for US house prices) (Kouwenberg & Zwinkels, 2014).
2Using a Granger causality approach, Luo et al. (2007) find that
relationships between macroeconomic variables and house prices are
unstable over time and location, causing difficulty in forecasting of
house prices.

3In the context of the housing market, some other studies utilize
machine learning techniques (e.g., Hausler et al., 2018; Park &
Bae, 2015; Rodriguez Gonzalez et al., 2022).
4Furthermore, there are a lot of relevant empirical studies have been
published focusing on the ability of sentiment indicators to predict
house prices or related variables for other countries as well (see, among
others, Clayton et al., 2009; Croce & Haurin, 2009; Dietzel et al., 2014;
Hausler et al., 2018; Kunze et al., 2020; Marcato & Nanda, 2016;
McLaren & Shanbhogue, 2011; Rodriguez Gonzalez et al., 2018;
Rodriguez Gonzalez et al., 2022; Tsolacos, 2012).
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substantial amount of common approximation errors that
are possibly not relevant for forecasting asset returns
(Bai & Ng, 2008; Boivin & Ng, 2006). Given this, we align
the investor sentiment measure with the purpose of
explaining the housing returns by extracting the most rel-
evant common component from the proxies. In other
words, we separate out information in the proxies that is
relevant to the expected housing returns from the error
or noise, by using the PLS method originally developed
by Wold ((1966), (1975)), and applied to housing return
and financial data more recently by Kelly and Pruitt
((2013), (2015)), Bork and Møller (2018), and Cepni et al.
(2020). Hence, the usage of the PLS to obtain an aligned
investor sentiment index can also be considered as a con-
tribution of our study, besides the full-fledged out-of-
sample forecasting exercise using machine learning
methods.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to forecast housing returns in China using aggregated
and disaggregated proxies of investor sentiment and
other macroeconomic and financial variables, based on a
wide array of machine learning methods. The two papers
that we could find which have produced out-of-sample
forecasting of housing returns for China is that of Wei
and Cao (2017) and Salisu and Gupta (2021). While the
latter paper shows that monthly disaggregated oil shocks,
that is, supply, global economic activity, oil-specific
demand, and oil inventory demand, can be used to fore-
cast quarterly housing returns of China based on a
mixed-frequency model, the former paper highlights the
role of a Google search index (associated with city name
plus house price), instead of fundamental macroeco-
nomic or monetary indicators, based on a dynamic model
averaging (DMA) framework.

Our paper also contributes to the growing literature
that examines the role of sentiment on asset prices, espe-
cially in stock markets (Fisher & Statman, 2000; Gao
et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2019). Due to
the lacking of sentiment measures, empirical studies on
the relationship between sentiment and housing returns
are remarkably scarce, even though individual investors
dominate the housing market with limited access to com-
plete information, making them more susceptible to mar-
ket sentiment. Short selling limits, high transaction costs,
and more extensive information asymmetries in the
housing market may all contribute to the creation of per-
sistent arbitrage possibilities while also limiting the
capacity of informed traders to minimize mispricing
when it arises in the market (Glaeser et al., 2014). Hence,
such limitations provide a unique environment to assess
the predictability of sentiment on house prices. Given
this gap, we contribute to this literature by showing that
housing sentiment includes essential information to

predict the house price changes in the Chinese housing
market.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the data; Section 3 outlines the meth-
odologies used, with Section 4 presenting the main
econometric results along with robustness analysis, and
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 | DATA

Housing price is downloaded for 70 large- and medium-
sized cities in China over the monthly period of 2006:01
to 2018:12.5 Then, the composite housing price index is
computed as the average of these indices. The monthly
housing price return calculated as using the formula:
Hourett ¼ lnðHPItÞ� lnðHPIt�1Þ�100 where HPIt is the
monthly house price index at time t. We construct our
sentiment index using the six individual sentiment prox-
ies based on the work of Hong and Li (2019b)6. Following
Baker and Wurgler (2006), they form the investor senti-
ment index using PCA (Investor.Sent.PCA) to aggregate
the information from six individual proxies: the closed-
end fund discount (Dcef), average first-day returns on
IPOs (RIpo), ratio of the number of advancing stocks to
the number of declining stocks (Adrt), new A-share mar-
ket accounts (NA), market turnover rate (Turn), and con-
sumer confidence index (CCI).7 As an alternative to the
PCA, we use PLS to construct the sentiment index.
Finally, we also collect a set of key economic variables
which are growth of industrial production (IP), consumer
price index inflation (CPI), the People's Bank of China's
policy rate (IR), and returns of the Shanghai composite
stock market index (SMR). Raw values of all control vari-
ables are downloaded from the Bloomberg terminal.
Table 1 presents the summary statistics of our variables.

3 | METHODOLOGIES

3.1 | The construction of a new
sentiment index

To construct our investor sentiment index (Investor.Sent.
PLS) using the information contained in each of six indi-
vidual sentiment proxies, we employ the PLS method to
the same six proxies. In particular, we utilize the PLS

5Data can be downloaded from the official website of China's National
Bureau of Statistics: https://data.stats.gov.cn/.
6The data of sentiment proxies ends on December 2018. As a result, the
sample period used in our analysis ends on that date.
7We thank Dr. Yun Hong and Dr. Yi Li for sharing their data in this
regard.
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method using Friedman et al.'s (2001) two-step approach.
The algorithm starts by standardizing each proxies xj
ð j¼ 1,…,pÞ to have a zero mean and unit variance. Then,
univariate regression coefficients cγ1j ¼ ⟨xj,y⟩ are com-
puted for each j. From this, the first PLS direction
z1 ¼

P
j
cγ1jxj is obtained as the weighted sum of the vector

of univariate regression coefficients and the original set
of sentiment proxies. Hence, the construction of the PLS
direction takes into account the degree of association
between housing returns and common factors. In the fol-
lowing step, the “target” variable y is regressed on z1,
resulting in a coefficient θ1, and then, all inputs are
orthogonalized with respect to z1. This process is iterated
until PLS produces a sequence of l< p orthogonal
directions.

Because PLS utilizes the housing returns to construct
the directions, its solution path is a nonlinear function of
housing returns. While PCA finds directions that maxi-
mize only the variance, PLS aims for the directions that
have high variance and high correlation with the target
variable which intuitively could increase the forecasting
power of a PLS-based index compared with a PCA-based
index.

More specifically, the mth PLS direction γm solves the
following optimization problem:

max
α

Corr2ðyt,XαÞVarðXαÞ,
subject to

kαk¼ 1, α0Sbγl ¼ 0, l¼ 1,…,m�1,

ð1Þ

where S represents the sample covariance matrix of the
xj. We choose the first common component as a new
investor sentiment index, which efficiently incorporates
all the relevant information from the each of the six sen-
timent proxies for housing returns.

3.2 | Time-varying parameter
regressions: Machine learning approaches

After the construction of new sentiment index, this
section introduces a comprehensive list of competing
specifications and estimation algorithms which are pre-
sented in the following subsections. All models are esti-
mated on an expanding window using only information
available at the time of forecast. In addition to standard
shrinkage methods such as ridge regression, LASSO, and
ENET, we implement Bayesian model averaging methods
and a recently developed algorithm of GAMP. The main
advantage of this algorithm is that unlike the existing
posterior simulation techniques, which are unable to
scale up to large dimensions because of the computa-
tional inefficiency and increased numerical inaccuracy
associated with repeated sampling using Monte Carlo
methods of sampling, the GAMP algorithm provides a
“faster” posterior inference and can be used in high-
dimensional setting (Korobilis, 2021).

3.2.1 | GAMP algorithm

Although the Bayesian approach using Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods is a powerful tool to take
into account the changing nature of the relationship
between variables, computational concerns with these
methods, as well as large errors related to repeated
sampling through Monte Carlo, make it harder to rely on
them in case the dimension of the econometric model is
high (Angelino et al., 2016). As an alternative to
computational limitations, message passing algorithms
come to the forefront representing a highly efficient and
easy-to-implement Bayesian estimation algorithm
which makes it possible to take stochastic volatility and
parameter instability into account with a large set of pre-
dictors. Moreover, unlike “well-established” MCMC

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics

Variable Houret SMR IR IP CPI Dcef RIpo Adrt NA Turn CCI

Mean 0.354 0.448 2.991 -0.078 0.000 0.000 0.044 0.050 7.512 0.021 0.036

Median 0.352 0.833 2.841 -0.094 0.000 0.009 -0.047 -4.423 -9.501 -0.021 -0.102

Std. Dev 0.475 6.906 1.157 1.352 0.580 0.038 0.698 15.313 47.960 0.138 2.309

Kurtosis 0.538 1.132 2.337 8.850 2.751 -0.038 31.234 19.800 8.935 2.081 8.053

Skewness -0.226 0.130 1.073 -0.703 -0.670 -0.412 4.443 4.078 2.860 1.486 1.504

Range 2.807 39.660 7.255 12.658 4.091 0.197 6.668 114.963 287.711 0.743 18.922

Min. -1.008 -19.396 0.880 -8.066 -2.608 -0.110 -0.840 -9.356 -37.722 -0.185 -5.192

Max. 1.799 20.264 8.135 4.592 1.483 0.088 5.828 105.607 249.989 0.558 13.730

1728 CEPNI ET AL.
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algorithms, GAMP-based algorithms require minimal or
no tuning.

TVP-GAMP offers an efficient way of estimation by
allowing time-varying parameter and variable selection
together with stochastic volatility simultaneously with no
restrictions on the number of predictors. TVP-GAMP pro-
cedure relies on the visualization of the relation between
random variables within the framework of factor graphs.8

By factorizing joint posterior distribution functions of
random variables into smaller parts, the procedure offers
a localized way to iteratively approximate complex set of
conditional marginal distributions with an approach
called the sum-product algorithm, which is also known
as “Belief Propagation.”9

To illustrate the estimation process through GAMP
procedure, a time-varying parameter specification with
stochastic volatility is given as follows:

yt ¼ xtβtþ εt, ð2Þ

subject to an initial condition for βt at t¼ 0, where yt is
the tth observation on the dependent variable,
t¼ 1,…,T;xt is a 1�q vector of predictors, βt is a q�1
vector of coefficients, and εt �N 0,σ2t

� �
with σ2t the time-

varying variance parameter.
Equivalently, rewriting the regression in the static

form, we have the matrix representation as follows:

y¼Xβþ ε, ð3Þ

where y¼ y1,…,yT½ �0 and ε¼ ε1,…,εT½ �0 are column vectors
representing the observations yt and εt, respectively,
β¼ β00,β

0
1,…,β0T

� �0
is a ðTþ1Þq�1 vector containing the

coefficients. The number of parameters to be estimated
for the coefficients is equal to q¼ðTþ1Þp which is not
possible to estimate with the classical OLS procedure.
State space models have been offered in the literature to
overcome the problem of identification such that a sto-
chastic process, most typically random walk (RW), is
assumed for the coefficients and the estimation is accom-
plished through MCMC methods for these models.

As an alternative, TVP-GAMP attempts to identify the
whole set of coefficients in the TVP regression with data-
driven hierarchical shrinkage priors. Consider i.i.d prior
pðβÞ¼Qq

i¼1p βið Þ,10 then the marginal posterior for

βi, i¼ 1,…,q obtained through Bayes theorem requires
evaluation of a ðq�1Þ-dimensional integral of the form

p βijyð Þ¼
Z

pðβjyÞdβj≠ i

¼
Z

pðyjβÞpðβÞdβj≠ i

¼ p βið Þ
Z

pðyjβÞ
Yq

j¼1, j≠ i

p βj

� �
dβj≠ i:

ð4Þ

Computation of the above summation can be quite
cumbersome especially in case of high dimensionality
problem in parameters. Factorizing the above-mentioned
posterior distribution through factor graphs, we define
μpð • Þ!a the message passed from probability function
pð • Þ to random variable a, then

p βijyð Þ¼ μp βið Þ!βi

YT
t¼1

μp yt jβð Þ!βi
, ð5Þ

where μp βið Þ!βi
¼ p βið Þ. According to sum-product rule,

we further have

μp yt jβð Þ!βi
¼
Z

p ytjβð Þ
Yp

j¼1, j≠ i

μβj!p yt jβð Þdβj≠ i, ð6Þ

μβj!p yt jβð Þ ¼ p βj

� � YT
s¼1,s≠ t

μp ysjβð Þ!βj
: ð7Þ

We can estimate Messages 6 and 7 above using the
following iterative scheme, for r¼ 1,…,R where r denotes
the order of iteration.

μðrþ1Þ
p yt jβð Þ!βi

¼
Z

p ytjβð Þ
Yp

j¼1, j≠ i

μðrÞβj!p yt jβð Þdβj≠ i, ð8Þ

μðrþ1Þ
βj!p yt jβð Þ ¼ p βj

� � YT
s¼1,s≠ t

μðrÞp ysjβð Þ!βj
ð9Þ

The GAMP algorithm employs Gaussian and Taylor
series approximations which are based on asymptotic
results such that as the number of parameters to be esti-
mated increases, the analytical solutions derived from
above iterations for the first two moments of the predic-
tors become more reliable.11 As in the case of the coeffi-
cient estimation of the exogenous predictors, stochastic
volatility (σ2t ) estimation is accomplished through data-

8Factor graph approach decomposes random variables into quantities of
lower dimensions. See Korobilis (2021) for simplified illustration of the
factor graph representation.
9See, for example, Pearl (1982) for details.
10Sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) prior as described in Tipping (2001) as
hierarchical priors is used, because it has desirable variable selection
properties (Korobilis, 2013).

11For an illustration of a simplified version of GAMP algorithm to
derive mean and variance of β, see Korobilis (2021).
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driven priors without resorting to any form of Markov-
based dependence to σ2t�1.

3.2.2 | Bayesian model averaging (TVP-
BMA)

We employ time-varying parameter Bayesian model aver-
aging approach of Groen et al. (2013) which incorporates
model uncertainty as the relationship between housing
returns and predictor variables is likely to have changed
over time (Wei & Cao, 2017).

In particular, the TVP-BMA specification takes the
following form:

ytþh ¼
Xp
j¼1

xjtsjβjtþ εtþh,

βt ¼ βt�1þηt,

ð10Þ

where βjts are time-varying regression parameters and sj
is an indicator variable such that when sj ¼ 0, then jth
explanatory variable is eliminated from the regression in
all periods, while sj ¼ 1 the predictor is included in the
model. Because the full Bernoulli posterior of each
parameter sj is a sequence of zero and one values, the
posterior mean can be interpreted as a well-defined prob-
ability of inclusion in the regression model of each vari-
able j. Hence, this probability can be used for variable
selection.12

3.2.3 | Ridge regression (RIDGE)

The RIDGE regression implements a form of shrinkage
by adding a constraint on the size of the coefficients to
the usual sum of the squares minimization problem. As
proposed by Hoerl and Kennard (1970), the RIDGE
estimator is especially good at improving the least-
squares estimate when multicollinearity is present.
Hence, it reduces the estimation variance by tilting the
estimated parameters towards zero. Specifically, the
RIDGE coefficients are obtained by solving the follow-
ing problem:

β̂
ridge ¼ min

β
kY �Xβkþ λ

XM
i¼1

β2i , ð11Þ

where β is a M-dimensional vector and jjY �Xβjj shows
ℓ2-norm penalty. The parameter λ controls the degree of
shrinkage; that is, the higher λ the closer to zero are the
βi, but they are never exactly zero.

13

3.2.4 | LASSO

We also employ the LASSO, which was proposed by
Tibshirani (1996) and can be represented as a penalized
regression problem. However, LASSO imposes an
ℓ1-norm penalty on the regression coefficients, rather
than an ℓ2-norm penalty in contrast to the ridge estima-
tor. This penalty results in (possible) shrinkage of coeffi-
cients (called β̂

lasso
below) to zero. The LASSO estimator

is given below:

β̂
lasso ¼ min

β
kY �Xβk2þ λ

XN
j¼1

jβjj, ð12Þ

where λ is a tuning parameter that governs the strength
of the ℓ1-norm penalty. Because the objective function in
the LASSO is not differentiable, numerical optimization
techniques must be implemented when estimating
β̂
lasso

.14 However, one of the limitations of the LASSO
approach is that the number of selected variables is
bounded by the sample size. For example, if N >T, the
LASSO yields at most N nonzero coefficients.15 The vari-
ables associated with these nonzero coefficients consti-
tute our set of predictors in our forecasting experiment.

3.2.5 | ENET

The LASSO is naturally ideal for situations where the
“true” model includes several zero coefficients. However,
Tibshirani (1996) reveals that the LASSO predictive perfor-
mance is often weaker than those constructed by ridge
regression in the presence of highly correlated predictors.
Zou and Hastie (2005) overcome this issue by introducing a
hybrid form of the LASSO and ridge estimators, called the
ENET estimator. The ENET estimator is defined as follows:

β̂
EN ¼ min

β
kY �Xβk2þ λ1

XN
j¼1

jβjjþ λ2
XN
j¼1

βj
2, ð13Þ

12It is assumed that the probabilities sj have a Bernoulli prior with prior
inclusion probability of each variable equal to 0.5.

13We perform fivefold cross-validation over different values of λ and
select the largest value of λ such that the mean squared error is
achieved its minimum.
14For instance, we utilize an efficient iterative algorithm called the
“shooting algorithm” which is introduced by Fu (1998).
15See Swanson (2016) for further discussion.
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where there are now two tuning parameters, λ1 and λ2
controlling the two penalty functions. In addition, the
ENET estimator results in possible shrinkage of coeffi-
cients to zero, although in cases where N >T, the ENET
can produce more than N nonzero coefficients.

3.3 | Forecasting experiments

We evaluate to forecasting performance of the sentiment
indexes by using a recursive forecasting scheme, expanding
the estimation window prior to the construction of each
new forecast.16 We run predictive regressions of the type
commonly used in the forecasting literature, formulated as

ytþ1 ¼ αþβSjtþϕZtþutþ1, ð14Þ

where yt represents the housing return and Sjt is alterna-
tively PCA- and PLS-based sentiment indexes. Zt includes
IP, CPI, IR, and SMR to take into account most of the rel-
evant information about future house price returns con-
tained in economic fundamentals. Finally, utþ1

represents error term. We reserve the period 2006:01–
2010:12 to initial estimation period, and out-of-sample
forecasts are computed over the period 2011:01–2018:12.
For each month, we produce a sequence of six h-month-
ahead forecasts, that is, h¼ 1,2,3,6,9,12. Furthermore,
we implement the equality of mean squared forecast
error (MSFE) test of Harvey et al. (1997) to evaluate the
forecast performance of the proposed models relative to
our benchmark RW model.

As discussed at length by Bai and Ng (2008), Kuzin
et al. ((2011), (2013)), Kim and Swanson ((2014), (2018)),
Cepni and Guney (2019), and Cepni et al. ((2019), (2020)),
it is important to choose appropriate predictors prior to
estimation of predictive regressions. The reason is that
model and parameter uncertainty may adversely impact
the marginal predictive content of explanatory variables.
For this reason, we implement alternative time-varying
parameter shrinkage models as discussed in Section 3.2.
Accordingly, for each month, we choose indicators from
the set of variables that includes IP, CPI, IR, SMR, and the
PLS-based sentiment index. Similarly, we implement a
forecasting exercise that chooses from IP, CPI, IR, SMR,
and the PCA-based sentiment index and compare the fore-
cast performance of the models that contain the informa-
tion from the two alternative investor sentiment indexes.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Main findings

Figure 1 plots the PCA- and PLS-based investor senti-
ment indexes. Both indexes stay high around the years
2007 and 2015, which is consistent with high house price
appreciation in China during these periods. On the other
hand, the PLS-based sentiment index show consistently
higher values but lower volatility than the PCA-based
sentiment index between the years 2010 and 2014. The
reason for stable sentiment during these years might be
that the central government mandated the local govern-
ments of major cities to introduce housing purchasing
restrictions because of the fear of the housing bubble
(Wu, 2015).16This mitigates any concern over possible look-ahead bias.

FIGURE 1 Sentiment indexes. Note: The figure plots

the sentiment indexes. While dashed line represents the

PCA based sentiment index, the solid line shows the PLS-

based sentiment index. We multiply the Investor.Sent.PLS

index with 10 in order to plot the sentiment indexes in a

common scale
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Table 2 reports the out-of-sample forecasting results
based on alternative model specifications. The results
show that theMSFEs of themodels that includemacroeco-
nomic variables and sentiment indexes generally increase
with the forecast horizon. This finding shows that senti-
ment captures significant predictive information, particu-
larly for shorter forecast horizons. Also, virtually, most of
the entries are higher than unity, implying that alternative
specifications based on standard OLS estimation do not
produce better forecasts than the benchmark RW model
especially at longer forecast horizons (h¼ 6,9,12). How-
ever, we find that the model that includes the CPI, IP, IR,
SMR, and the Investor.Sent.PLS index always provides
the lowest MSFEs compared with the alternative model
specification that comprises the PCA-based sentiment
index. Hence, the PLS-based index contains more rele-
vant information for the predictability of housing returns
than the PCA-based sentiment index.17

Furthermore, when we let the time-varying parameter
models choose from all key control variables including CPI,
IP, IR, SMR, and the Investor.Sent.PLS index, the results in

Table 2 are very encouraging for the use of time-varying
parameter models that allow for model selection and param-
eter shifts.18 In particular, TVP-BMA and TVP-GAMP
models seem to be improving a lot over the benchmark RW
model and the models that include economic fundamentals.
This observation seems to suggest that TVP-BMA and TVP-
GAMP models are flexible enough to capture both structural
change and utilize the information in a set of predictors
simultaneously as suggested by Korobilis (2021). While the
predictive performance of the TVP-BMA model is particu-
larly notable for shorter forecast horizons (h¼ 1,2,3), the
TVP-GAMP model always provides the lowest MSFEs
and attains the top rank at relatively longer forecast hori-
zons (h¼ 3,6,9). This observation is further supported by
the predictive accuracy test of Harvey et al. (1997), which
in turn implies statistically significant improvements in
forecast accuracy compared with the RW model.

We also compare the predictive performance of time-
varying model specifications that select indicators from
the set of variables that includes CPI, IP, IR, SMR, and
all the six investor sentiment proxies. As reported in
Table 3, TVP-BMA and TVP-GAMP models retain their
superiority in terms of out-of-sample forecasting, with
the only exception of housing return forecasts from the
LASSO regression at forecast horizon h¼ 6. Put differ-
ently, although it is hard to pin down which variables

TABLE 2 Out-of-sample forecasting of housing returns based on alternative model specifications

Specification type h¼ 1 h¼ 2 h¼ 3 h¼ 6 h¼ 9 h¼ 12

RW 0.251 0.257 0.264 0.280 0.290 0.287

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR 0.976* 0.992* 0.993 1.027 1.023 1.048

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR + Investor.Sent.PCA 0.977* 0.998 1.007 1.049 1.058 1.086

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR + Investor.Sent.PLS 0.970* 0.992 0.997 1.031 1.038 1.060

ENET 0.968* 0.966* 0.941** 0.858*** 0.820*** 0.957**

RIDGE 0.962** 0.965** 0.960** 0.903*** 0.875*** 1.000

LASSO 0.965* 0.966* 0.941** 0.844*** 0.812*** 0.955**

TVP-BMA 0.558*** 0.818*** 0.743*** 1.038 1.513 1.981

TVP-GAMP 0.946*** 0.980* 0.954** 0.826*** 0.754*** 0.923***

Note: Entries in the first row of the table are point MSFEs based on the benchmark random walk (RW) model, while the rest are relative MSFEs. Hence, a

value of less than unity indicates that a particular model and estimation method is more accurate than that based on the RW model, for a given forecast
horizon. Entries superscripted with an asterisk are significantly superior than the RW model, based on the predictive accuracy test of Harvey et al. (1997).
Entries that are yield the smallest MSFE are shown in bold.
*Significance at the 10% level, respectively.
**Significance at the 5% level, respectively.

***Significance at the 1% level, respectively.

17Note that we also developed a sentiment index using the reduced-rank
approach, originally developed by Anderson (1951), with Reinsel and
Velu (1998) providing a book-level analysis on its properties and
applications, and Huang et al. (2019) applying it financial data more
recently. Mathematically, the RRA shrinks the dimension of factor
space by imposing a rank restriction on regression coefficients, to
reduce a large number of regressors to a small number of linear
combinations. While the RRA-based sentiment index is found to
outperform the PCA-based index beyond h¼ 1, the former is always
outperformed by sentiment index derived using the PLS for all the
forecasting horizons considered. Complete details of these results are
available upon request from the authors.

18Moreover, the results in Table A1 show that the superiority of
Investor.Sent.PLS index continues to hold under the shrinkage models
as well, because when we choose indicators from the CPI, IP, IR, SMR,
and the Investor.Sent.PLS index, the MSFEs produced are lower
compared with the corresponding MSFEs under the shrinkage
approaches which select variables from CPI, IP, IR, SMR, and the
Investor.Sent.PCA index.
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contain useful information for predictions of housing
returns when a large set of predictors is utilized, TVP-
BMA and TVP-GAMP model are still good performing
models over the alternative model specifications. On the
other hand, the MSFE values of the best models in
Table 3 are higher than those of the best models in
Table 3, except for forecast period h¼ 12. This observa-
tion suggests that optimally exploiting the six sentiment
proxies based on the PLS procedure further improves the
forecast performance of the competing models.

4.2 | Robustness check—Regional
segment evidence

As suggested by Clayton et al. (2009), markets for hetero-
geneous goods, such as real estate, are notoriously ineffi-
cient because of their lack of liquidity, significant
segmentation, and a lack of transparency. It also hinders
the ability of experienced traders to join the market and
reduce price mispricing because short selling private real
estate is not permitted. Similarly, Dietzel et al. (2014)
have argued that the real estate market could be ineffi-
cient due to its heterogeneity and hence a sentiment
component might characterize the market variance that
cannot be explained by commonly accepted housing mar-
ket fundamentals. It is well known that the housing sec-
tor in China is considered to be segmented (see,
e.g., Hong & Li, (2019b); Tsai & Chiang, (2019); Turner &
Wessel, (2019)).19 Furthermore, with a focus on segmen-
tation of the housing market, Goodman and Thibodeau

(2007) suggest that an adequate understanding of the seg-
mentation of the housing market would possibly improve
the predictive accuracy of the models for forecasting the
house price returns. The reason is that the real estate
market is more prone to attract capital investment in
areas with higher economic growth, rendering it much
more vulnerable to speculation and investor sentiment.
Hence, we further examine the relation between senti-
ment index and housing returns in different tier cities
with different levels of economic developments.20 In their
empirical study, Hong and Li (2019b) construct housing
price indices for three tiers based on 70 large- and
medium-sized Chinese cities. Following their approach,
we repeat our forecasting exercise on housing returns of
the three tiers of cities.21

Table 4 shows that TVP-GAMP model is performing
quite well, as it attains the top rank in nine cases out of
18,22 with this observation indicated via bold entries
which correspond to the lowest MSFEs. Indeed, the
MSFEs of the TVP-GAMP model are up to 28% lower
than those associated with the RW model, especially at
longer horizons. Similarly, the TVP-BMA keeps its supe-
riority, yielding MSFE-best predictions in all tiers when
considering only shorter forecast horizons (h¼ 1,2,3). In
particular, TVP-BMA results in 55% forecast

TABLE 3 Out-of-sample

forecasting of housing returns based on

alternative model specifications with six

sentiment proxies

Specification type h¼ 1 h¼ 2 h¼ 3 h¼ 6 h¼ 9 h¼ 12

RW 0.251 0.257 0.264 0.280 0.290 0.287

ENET 0.968* 0.959** 0.941** 0.867*** 0.819*** 0.965**

RIDGE 0.965** 0.954** 0.933*** 0.894*** 0.853*** 0.958**

LASSO 0.964** 0.953** 0.954** 0.854*** 0.825*** 0.959**

TVP-BMA 0.794*** 0.850*** 1.078 1.182 1.312 1.676

TVP-GAMP 1.003 0.886*** 0.927*** 0.915*** 0.810*** 0.899***

Note: Entries in the first row of the table are point MSFEs based on the benchmark random walk (RW)
model, while the rest are relative MSFEs. Hence, a value of less than unity indicates that a particular model
and estimation method is more accurate than that based on the RW model, for a given forecast horizon.
Entries superscripted with an asterisk are significantly superior than the RW model, based on the predictive
accuracy test of Harvey et al. (1997). Entries that are yield the smallest MSFE are shown in bold.

*Significance at the 10% level, respectively.
**Significance at the 5% level, respectively.
***Significance at the 1% level, respectively.

19China's housing sector exhibits distinct features from those of Japan's
or the United States' throughout their respective booms because
urbanization is at a much earlier stage. As a result, many families have
not yet made the transition to contemporary housing and are hampered
by relatively tight mortgage and purchase limits, resulting in a lack of
household leverage.

20Figure A1 plots the housing returns of overall Chinese housing
market and tier groups.
21Hong and Li (2019b) split the 70 major and medium-sized towns into
three groups based on the official state declaration of the “Town
Classification Criteria.” The first-tier cities include Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, and Shenzhen; the second-tier cities cover all the
provincial capital cities and municipalities with independent planning
status under the National Social and Economic Development Plan; and
the other cities are classified into the third category. We thank Dr. Yun
Hong and Dr. Yi Li for sharing their data in this regard.
22Recall that there are six forecast horizons and three tiers, meaning
that we have a total of 18 specifications for each model.
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improvement for Tier 1 cities at h¼ 1. These results
underscore the importance of the specification of time
variation in regression parameters and removing irrele-
vant variables when constructing predictions.

Furthermore, the results in Table 4 show that the
model based on Investor.Sent.PLS outperforms the model
based on Investor.Sent.PCA in a consistent fashion at all

horizons and for all three tiers. On the other hand, the
results in Panel C of Table 4 suggests that the inclusion
of sentiment yields lower forecast errors of future hous-
ing returns for third-tier cities compared with the model
which includes only economic fundamentals. This result
is also consistent with Shiller (2007), who suggests that
housing bubbles cannot be explained by economic

TABLE 4 Out-of-sample forecasting of housing returns based on alternative model specifications for three-tier cities

Specification type h¼ 1 h¼ 2 h¼ 3 h¼ 6 h¼ 9 h¼ 12

Panel A: Tier 1

RW 0.247 0.254 0.260 0.276 0.286 0.283

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR 0.976* 0.992 0.993 1.027 1.023 1.048

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR + Investor.Sent.PCA 0.977* 0.998 1.007 1.048 1.058 1.086

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR + Investor.Sent.PLS 0.970* 0.992* 0.997 1.031 1.038 1.060

ENET 0.970* 0.962* 0.936** 0.864*** 0.817*** 0.967**

RIDGE 0.966* 0.963** 0.961** 0.890*** 0.874*** 0.991*

LASSO 0.971** 0.974** 0.946*** 0.836*** 0.812*** 0.956**

TVP-BMA 0.549*** *** 0.747*** 2.357 1.418 1.589

TVP-GAMP 0.948*** 0.978* 0.955*** 0.824*** 0.750*** 0.929***

Panel B: Tier 2

RW 0.308 0.316 0.325 0.345 0.357 0.357

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR 0.962* 0.978* 0.980* 1.006 1.006 1.022

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR + Investor.Sent.PCA 0.973* 0.993 1.003 1.040 1.007 1.069

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR + Investor.Sent.PLS 0.967** 0.987* 0.993 1.023 1.029 1.041

ENET 0.986* 0.964** 0.953** 0.878*** 0.853*** 0.968**

RIDGE 0.970* 0.967** 0.972** 0.908*** 0.892*** 0.993

LASSO 0.982* 0.959** 0.946** 0.868*** 0.843*** 0.959**

TVP-BMA 0.585*** 0.745*** 0.901*** 1.193 1.505 1.701

TVP-GAMP 0.999 0.985* 0.941** 0.856*** 0.779*** 0.947***

Panel C: Tier 3

RW 0.198 0.203 0.208 0.219 0.227 0.222

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR 1.000 1.012 1.013 1.057 1.049 1.086

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR + Investor.Sent.PCA 0.981* 1.002 1.010 1.057 1.062 1.105

RW + CPI + IP + IR + SMR + Investor.Sent.PLS 0.968* 0.990* 0.995 1.033 1.039 1.075

ENET 0.978* 0.999* 0.970* 0.848*** 0.779*** 0.964**

RIDGE 0.976** 1.002 0.996 0.904*** 0.850*** 0.991

LASSO 0.974** 1.005 0.968* 0.831*** 0.780*** 0.962**

TVP-BMA 0.567*** 0.857*** 0.800*** 1.112 1.261 1.264

TVP-GAMP 0.905** 0.958** 0.933** 0.795*** 0.728*** 0.915***

Note: Entries in the first row of the table are point MSFEs based on the benchmark random walk (RW) model, while the rest are relative MSFEs. Hence, a
value of less than unity indicates that a particular model and estimation method is more accurate than that based on the RW model, for a given forecast
horizon. Entries superscripted with an asterisk are significantly superior than the RW model, based on the predictive accuracy test of Harvey et al. (1997).
Entries that are yield the smallest MSFE are shown in bold.
*Significance at the 10% level, respectively.

**Significance at the 5% level, respectively.
***Significance at the 1% level, respectively.
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fundamentals. Hence, a potential irrational component
embedded in the sentiment index is needed to under-
stand house price return dynamics.

In Appendix A1, we also report the MSFEs of the
forecasting exercise for all three tiers where time-varying
parameter models are allowed to choose indicators from
the set of variables that include CPI, IP, IR, SMR, and all
the six investor sentiment proxies. The results in
Table A2 show that TVP-GAMP and TVP-BMA models
continue to perform well in all three-tier cities, implying
that the importance of the individual predictors changes
over time. Furthermore, considering that the GAMP algo-
rithm is a recently developed model, we further examine
whether its longer horizon point forecast performance
still holds for density forecasting. The results presented
in Table A3 show that the GAMP model beats the bench-
mark AR model in most cases in terms of density forecast
evaluation in all three-tier groups, especially for longer
horizons.

5 | CONCLUSION

The financialization process of the housing market in
China necessitates a more integrative approach, which
incorporates swings in investor sentiment in the pricing
mechanism. This study attempts to predict housing
returns in China using aggregated and disaggregated
proxies of investor sentiment in addition to macroeco-
nomic fundamentals, based on various machine learning
methods. Our findings suggest that investor sentiment
has predictive power for housing returns primarily at
short forecast horizons, and an aligned form of investor
sentiment index obtained through PLS by combining
equity market related individual proxies based on their
relevance to housing market prices, is particularly useful
in this regard compared with a PCA-based sentiment
index. Moreover, the precision of the forecasts is further
enhanced at all horizons by employing machine learning
methods, where time variation in parameters and vari-
able selection is allowed, thus underscoring the impor-
tance of the dynamic nature of the relationship between
house prices and its various predictors: macroeconomic
and behavioral.

The findings in this paper have several implications
for practitioners and policymakers. First, given that hous-
ing sector is one of the major pillars of the Chinese econ-
omy, accurate forecasting of housing returns has valuable
implications to many stakeholders in the housing sector
because it is heavily connected with both industries (such
as home building and building materials) and the bank-
ing sector (including mortgage lending and home insur-
ance). Second, the demonstrated predictability of the

aligned investor sentiment index for housing returns in
China corroborates the findings of Case and Shiller
((1989), (1990)), who conclude that housing markets are
not fully efficient. Third, accurate forecasting of housing
returns provides a near-term indicator of the health of
the housing market for policymakers to develop timely
regulations in case of price anomalies, given that housing
bubbles could turn into a bust with a potential contagion
across financial sectors, and devastating impact on the
macroeconomy as witnessed during the recent global
financial crisis of 2007–2008. Furthermore, precise esti-
mations of house prices may give useful information not
only for policymakers, but also for real estate agents and
financial institutions involved in the housing market to
make timely changes to their respective portfolios of
properties. Because of this, our results imply that, in
addition to standard demand-supply predictors, market
participants may benefit from the inclusion of housing
market sentiment in their longer term house price
projections.

As part of future research, it would be interesting to
extend our analysis of forecasting housing returns using
investor sentiment and machine learning models to
other developed and emerging economies. Moreover,
further research should entail developing a sentiment
index that relates specifically to housing-related deci-
sions, and using this index, in turn, to forecast housing
returns, as recently done for the United States by Bork
et al. (2020).
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TABLE A1 MSFEs results of

shrinkage models with alternative

investor sentiment indexes

Specification type h¼ 1 h¼ 2 h¼ 3 h¼ 6 h¼ 9 h¼ 12

RW 0.246 0.251 0.268 0.286 0.301 0.307

ENET-PCA 0.968 0.971 0.961 1.012 1.079 1.028

RIDGE-PCA 0.961 0.961 0.958 1.036 1.095 1.049

LASSO-PCA 0.961 0.944 0.973 1.011 1.081 1.039

TVP-BMA-PCA 0.577 0.826 0.800 1.080 1.418 1.619

TVP-GAMP-PCA 0.921 0.957 0.928 0.848 0.777 0.955

ENET-PLS 0.968 0.966 0.941 0.858 0.820 0.957

RIDGE-PLS 0.962 0.965 0.960 0.903 0.875 1.000

LASSO-PLS 0.965 0.966 0.941 0.844 0.812 0.955

TVP-BMA-PLS 0.558 0.818 0.743 1.038 1.513 1.981

TVP-GAMP - PLS 0.946 0.980 0.954 0.826 0.754 0.923

Note: Entries in the first row of the table are point MSFEs based on the benchmark random walk (RW)
model, while the rest are relative MSFEs. Hence, a value of less than unity indicates that a particular model
and estimation method is more accurate than that based on the RW model, for a given forecast horizon.
“-PLS” extended models show that the corresponding shrinkage model chooses indicators from the set of
variables that includes IP, CPI, IR, SMR, and PLS-based sentiment index. Similarly, “-PCA” extended
models indicate that the corresponding shrinkage model selects variables from IP, CPI, IR, SMR, and the
PCA-based sentiment index. Entries that are yield the smallest MSFE are shown in bold.

TABLE A2 Out-of-sample

forecasting of housing returns based on

alternative model specifications with six

individual proxies for three-tier cities

Specification type h¼ 1 h¼ 2 h¼ 3 h¼ 6 h¼ 9 h¼ 12

Panel A: Tier 1

RW 0.247 0.254 0.260 0.276 0.286 0.283

ENET 0.966** 0.950** 0.934** 0.875*** 0.818*** 0.963**

RIDGE 0.973* 0.951** 0.928*** 0.911*** 0.848*** 0.965**

LASSO 0.966** 0.951** 0.940*** 0.855*** 0.837*** 0.959**

TVP-BMA 0.771*** 0.824*** 0.982* 1.259 1.159 1.682

TVP-GAMP 1.002 0.881*** 0.920*** 0.907*** 0.811*** 0.904***

Panel B: Tier 2

RW 0.308 0.316 0.325 0.345 0.357 0.357

ENET 0.971* 0.963** 0.954** 0.888*** 0.852*** 0.973**

RIDGE 0.970* 0.957** 0.948** 0.909*** 0.875*** 0.969**

LASSO 0.977* 0.956** 0.955** 0.880*** 0.869*** 0.969**

TVP-BMA 0.634*** 0.861*** 1.034 1.319 1.291 1.784

TVP-GAMP 0.982* 0.963** 0.918*** 0.912*** 0.843*** 0.924***

PANEL C: TIER 3

RW 0.198 0.203 0.208 0.219 0.227 0.222

ENET 0.987* 0.957** 0.942** 0.857*** 0.811*** 0.949**

RIDGE 1.000 0.965** 0.934** 0.884*** 0.805*** 0.948**

LASSO 0.997 0.963** 0.957** 0.852*** 0.812*** 0.938***

TVP-BMA 0.766*** 0.925*** 1.030 1.203 1.342 1.541

TVP-GAMP 1.033 0.836*** 0.901*** 0.835*** 0.806*** 0.895***

Note: Entries in the first row of the table are point MSFEs based on the benchmark random walk (RW)
model, while the rest are relative MSFEs. Hence, a value of less than unity indicates that a particular model
and estimation method is more accurate than that based on the RW model, for a given forecast horizon.
Entries superscripted with an asterisk are significantly superior than the RW model, based on the predictive

accuracy test of Harvey et al. (1997). Entries that are yield the smallest MSFE are shown in bold.
*Significance at the 10% level, respectively.
**Significance at the 5% level, respectively.
***Significance at the 1% level, respectively.
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TABLE A3 Density forecasting

h¼ 1 h¼ 2 h¼ 3 h¼ 6 h¼ 9 h¼ 12

Without individual proxies

All -0.199 -0.131 0.012 0.001 -0.064 0.059

Tier 1 -0.211 -0.122 0.006 0.002 -0.066 0.059

Tier 2 -0.216 -0.113 0.031 -0.001 -0.049 0.016

Tier 3 -0.223 -0.121 -0.021 0.017 -0.066 0.063

With individual proxies

All -0.159 -0.152 -0.067 0.017 0.034 0.184

Tier 1 -0.160 -0.153 -0.063 0.017 0.040 0.185

Tier 2 -0.191 -0.127 -0.088 0.019 0.097 0.226

Tier 3 -0.129 -0.124 -0.033 0.010 0.036 0.091

Note: The table presents the logarithm of the average predictive likelihood (log APL). The entries are quoted as a spread from the log APL of the benchmark
specification. Hence, log APL entries higher than zero mean that the GAMP algorithm row has better density forecast performance than the benchmark model
in a given forecast horizon.
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